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Disclaimer
(a) Purpose - This report has been prepared by the Australian Energy Market Operator Limited
(AEMO) for the sole purpose of meeting obligations in accordance with clause 4.8.15 (c) of the
National Electricity Rules.
(b) No Reliance or warranty – This report contains data provided by third parties and might contain
conclusions or forecasts and the like that rely on that data. This data might not be free from errors
or omissions. While AEMO has used due care and skill, AEMO does not warrant or represent that
the data, conclusions, forecasts or other information in this report are accurate, reliable, complete
or current or that they are suitable for particular purposes. You should verify and check the
accuracy, completeness, reliability and suitability of this report for any use to which you intend to
put it, and seek independent expert advice before using it, or any information contained in it.
(c) Limitation of liability - To the extent permitted by law, AEMO and its advisers, consultants and
other contributors to this report (or their respective associated companies, businesses, partners,
directors, officers or employees) shall not be liable for any errors, omissions, defects or
misrepresentations in the information contained in this report, or for any loss or damage suffered by
persons who use or rely on such information (including by reason of negligence, negligent
misstatement or otherwise). If any law prohibits the exclusion of such liability, AEMO’s liability is
limited, at AEMO’s option, to the re-supply of the information, provided that this limitation is
permitted by law and is fair and reasonable.
© 2010 - Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd. All rights reserved
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1

Introduction

On Sunday 24 October 2010 a power system incident took place within the Energy Australia
network. At 0758 hrs on this day, the 95R Kurri to Rothbury 132 kV line tripped. The fault was
caused by the failed overhead earth wire coming into contact with the C phase conductor of the
line.
All three potlines of Hydro Aluminium tripped at the same time, interrupting approximately 300 MW
of potline load. The Hydro Aluminium is supplied via Energy Australia’s 132 kV network.
This report has been prepared under clause 4.8.15 of the National Electricity Rules to assess the
adequacy of the provision and response of facilities and services and the appropriateness of
actions taken to restore or maintain power system security.
Information for this report has been provided by Energy Australia and Hydro Aluminium. Additional
information has been obtained from AEMO’s Energy Management System and Market
Management System.
All references to time in this report refer to Market time (Australian Eastern Standard Time).

2

Summary of Events

On 24 October 2010, the Kurri 132 kV substation was operating in the system normal
configuration. Refer to Figure 1 for the network configuration in the vicinity of Kurri 132 kV
substation and the connections to Hydro Aluminium, before the event took place. Note that all the
transmission lines in Figure 1 belong to Energy Australia. All these transmission lines are treated
as a part of the NEM transmission network.
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Figure 1 –Network in the vicinity of Energy Australia’s Kurri substation switchyard before the event
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At 0758 hrs, the protection systems of 95R Kurri – Rothbury 132 kV line operated for a phase to
ground fault and the transmission line tripped. This fault was caused by the failure of an overhead
earth wire which came into contact with the C phase conductor of the line. The fault recorder
indicated that the distance to fault was approximately 190 meters from the Kurri substation.
Immediately after the trip of the 95R line, all three potlines of Hydro Aluminium tripped on the
operation of their internal protections, interrupting approximately 300 MW of load.
Refer to Figure 2 for an overview of Kurri 132 kV substation and connections to Hydro Aluminium
immediately after the event.
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Figure 2 – Network in the vicinity of Energy Australia’s Kurri substation switchyard after the event

The fault was successfully cleared within the required timeframes specified in the National
Electricity Rules1 (NER) by the operation of line protection systems (fault was cleared in
approximately 80 milliseconds).
AEMO gave permission for Hydro Aluminium potlines to return to service from 0815 hrs.
Restoration times of the potlines were as follows:
Potline LD1: power was restored at 0816 hrs and full consumption was reached at 0824 hrs.
Potline LD2: power was restored at 0918 hrs and full consumption was reached at 0940 hrs.
Potline LD3: power was restored at 0839 hrs and full consumption was reached at 0900 hrs.
At 0915 hrs on 25 October 2010 AEMO declared the loss of Kurri to Rothbury 132 kV line and the
three Hydro Aluminium potlines as a credible contingency and the Market Notices 33116 and
33117 were issued to inform participants.
The 95R line was returned to service at 1019 hrs on 4 November 2010.

1

Refer to National Electricity Rules S5.1a.8
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3

Power System Security

The power system remained in a secure operating state for the duration of the incident.
Power system frequency remained within the normal operating frequency band during the event.
Approximately 300 MW of Hydro Aluminium load was interrupted as a result of the line trip.

4

Conclusions

This power system incident involving the loss of approximately 300 MW of Hydro Aluminium potline
load, coincident with a fault on Energy Australia’s 95R Kurri to Rothbury 132 kV line, was efficiently
managed by AEMO, Energy Australia, and Hydro Aluminium in accordance with the Rules.
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